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ABSTRACT

We review work from persuasion science relevant to reducing prejudiced attitudes. We
begin by introducing the idea that the thoughts people generate – their number and
valence – are critical for understanding when responding to persuasive attempts will
result in egalitarian attitudes. A focus on thinking highlights the importance of under
standing short and long-term attitude change in promoting diversity. How much
people think is also consequential for spreading of initial change to more distal
attitudes and generalization of change to other judgments. The second section
describes a process of thought validation that emphasizes the importance of consider
ing what people think and feel about their own thoughts. This meta-cognitive process
is shown to make a difference in producing consequential changes in reducing
prejudiced attitudes toward African Americans, immigrants, refugees, individuals with
disabilities, and beyond. The conditions under which variables such as minority status
and stigmatized sources affect elaboration and validation are also specified. The fourth
section explores how these two processes are relevant for understanding explicit and
implicit ambivalence and change in the domain of prejudiced attitudes. We highlight
the utility of a process-oriented approach for designing future research and promoting
more inclusive attitudes and actions.
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The public policy of many governments as well as that of private institutions
and businesses typically has a goal of encouraging the inclusion of members
of under-represented groups into all levels of society and the organisation.
Addressing this challenge depends in part on the extent to which messages,
campaigns, and interventions are effective in changing people’s prejudiced
attitudes. Developments in the science of persuasion over the past few
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decades have provided guidance on this matter by focusing on the funda
mental processes underlying attitude change (e.g. G. R. Maio et al., 2019).
Although prejudice reduction is a complex phenomenon shaped by multiple
factors (Dixon et al., 2012; Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006), changing prejudiced
attitudes plays a critical role in undermining discrimination (J. E. Dovidio
et al., 2019; Paluck & Green, 2009). The present review contributes to this
domain by focusing on the basic processes of persuasion as a foundation so
that researchers and practitioners can understand and improve the efficacy of
their influence attempts.
This article focuses mostly on two of the fundamental processes of
persuasion that have proven to be particularly useful in producing conse
quential attitude changes in the domain of prejudiced attitudes: elaboration
and validation. We review work on reducing prejudiced attitudes and
increasing diversity which allows us to introduce a series of discoveries in
regard to the fundamental processes underlying these phenomena, therefore
advancing both basic and applied research.

Overview, Goal, and Scope
We begin our review by introducing the role of elaboration processes in chan
ging prejudiced attitudes. A focus on elaboration highlights the importance of
considering the amount and valence of people’s thoughts in response to persua
sive attempts (e.g. advocating the hiring of South American immigrants), the
importance of understanding the short and long-term consequences of those
changes, and also the consequences for the spreading and generalisation of
change. The second section describes the role of thought validation processes
in reducing prejudiced attitudes towards individuals with disabilities, African
Americans, and others. The process of validation highlights the distinction
between primary and secondary cognition, and emphasises the importance of
considering what people think and feel about their own thoughts, and the
thoughts and meta-cognitions that others are perceived to have.
In the third section, we specify the conditions under which elaboration
and validation processes are more likely to operate using examples from
research on prejudice-relevant variables such as minority status sources and
stigmatised sources. The fourth section describes how elaboration and vali
dation processes are also relevant for understanding changes on both explicit
and implicit measures of attitudes as well as the implications for both explicit
and implicit ambivalence regarding prejudiced attitudes. The firth section
focuses on practical tips that researchers, practitioners, and institutions can
take in making more effective diversity interventions. The closing section
describes how our process approach can be useful for designing future
research.
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Before beginning our analysis of these two core persuasion processes, it
should be noted that the studies reviewed were systematically selected based
on whether (1) the attitude object, or any of the elements of the persuasive
context were relevant to the domains of stereotyping, group identity, or
prejudice, (2) a persuasive attempt or treatment was attempted, (3) the
process underlying observed changes in prejudiced attitudes was related to
the two mechanism highlighted, elaboration and validation, and (4) whether
there were any consequences associated with those psychological processes
in terms of attitude change or attitude strength.

Definitions and Conceptual Framework
Attitudes refer to general evaluations (e.g. good-bad, like-dislike) people have
regarding people, groups, and issues. Attitudes serve a number of important
functions such as guiding choices (e.g. being more likely to hire people from
positively evaluated minority groups) and actions (e.g. discrimination, keeping
social distance from members of disliked minority groups). In addition to their
function in guiding behaviour, attitudes can also serve the functions of giving
people a sense of identity, belonging, and self-esteem (e.g. Katz, 1960; Allport,
1954). For example, a person might develop a prejudiced attitude towards
a minority group because this negative evaluation of the out-group makes the
person feel better about the in-group and about the self.
Attitudes can differ in their strength, with some attitudes being more
impactful and predictive of behaviour than others (R. E. Petty & Krosnick,
1995). As will be illustrated in this article, some indicators of holding a strong
attitude have been viewed as relatively objective in nature (e.g. their stability,
resistance, spreading) whereas others are more subjective in nature (e.g. their
perceived stability, subjective knowledge about them, felt ambivalence).
Attitudes can also differ in the extent to which they are based on affect,
cognition, and behaviour. Thus, prejudiced attitudes can stem from emo
tional feelings (e.g. how much fear or disgust a group makes people feel),
cognitions (e.g. stereotypical beliefs about the work habits of an out-group),
or a combination of the two (e.g. Crites et al., 1994; Ashton-James et al;
2012). Beyond affect and cognition, prejudiced attitudes can also be influ
enced by a person’s behaviours, as illustrated by work on self-perception
theory (Bem, 1972) and embodied evaluation (P. Briñol et al., 2009).
The accumulated work on prejudice reduction has suggested that a variety
of low deliberation processes can produce attitude change towards minority
groups, such as mere exposure (Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006), classical condi
tioning (J. F. Dovidio et al., 2003; Phills et al., 2011), and simple inferences
and heuristics (e.g. “if I am sitting next to her, I must like her,” Bem, 1972;
Chaiken, 1987; Pinel & Long, 2012). Although relevant, low-thinking pro
cesses are not the only means of attitude change towards stigmatised others.
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According to dual-process models such as the Elaboration Likelihood Model
(ELM, R. E. Petty & Briñol, 2012; R. E. Petty & Cacioppo, 1986), attitude
formation and change can also be produced by thoughtful processes.
Persuasion research demonstrates that an individual’s idiosyncratic reac
tions to a proposal (or to a seminar, or to a contact-based initiative) are more
important than learning the specific campaign content. That is, in contrast to
the traditional learning model of persuasion (e.g. Hovland et al., 1953) in
which the efficacy of educational campaigns was presumed to depend upon
learning and remembering the message content, the cognitive response
approach maintains that individuals play an active role in the persuasion
process by relating the proposal to the recipients’ own knowledge
(Greenwald, 1968; Petty, Ostrom et al, 1981). According to this paradigm,
the extent of persuasion is determined by the person’s thoughts in response
to this information rather than learning the information per se. In general,
more favourable thoughts towards a message lead to more persuasion. More
unfavourable thoughts leads to less persuasion, or can even change the
recipient’s attitude in a direction opposite to the advocacy.1
Following the cognitive response approach, the ELM proposed that to under
stand attitude change, it was important to consider not only the valence of
thoughts but also the amount of thinking done by the message recipient. The
ELM is an early example of what became an explosion of dual process and
system theories that distinguished thoughtful (deliberative) from non-thoughtful
(gut, experiential, snap) judgements (R. E. Petty & Briñol, 2008; Forscher &
Devine, 2014; see Sherman et al., 2012, for reviews). As will be illustrated shortly,
the extent of thinking is important not only because it determines the process by
which a variable affects attitudes, but also because in the ELM, more thoughtful
persuasion is postulated to be more consequential than is persuasion produced
by lower thought processes (R. E. Petty et al., 1995).
The variables relevant to persuasion settings are traditionally categorised
into those that are part of the communication source (e.g. majority status, race
of the source), the message itself (e.g. complexity), the recipient of influence
(e.g. one’s group identity, stereotypes) or the context in which persuasion
occurs (e.g. noisy auditorium or at home). The ELM specifies five fundamental
processes by which these variables can affect attitudes. That is, these variables
can affect: (1) the amount of thinking that takes place, (2) the valence (favour
able or unfavourable) of the thinking, (3) the structural properties of the
thoughts generated such as the confidence one has in them, or variables can
serve as (4) persuasive arguments for the merits of a proposal, or (5) as simple
cues to the desirability of the proposal. Although the ELM identifies these five
core psychological processes by which variables such as minority sources, one’s
1

Learning about others can reduce prejudice not only by changing cognitions about out-group mem
bers, but also by changing emotions (Brown & Hewstone, 2005; Turner & Crisp, 2010).
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group identity, and so forth can influence evaluation, and proposes that these
processes operate in different circumstances (e.g. variables are more likely to
serve as simple cues when the likelihood of thinking is low), here the focus here
is primarily on two of the relatively high elaboration processes that have
proven particularly useful in producing consequential judgements relevant to
prejudice.

Changing Prejudiced Attitudes with Elaboration
One of the most important ways in which variables can influence attitudes is
by affecting the amount of thinking in which people engage when making an
evaluation. A variable is most likely to have this effect when thinking is not
already constrained to be high or low by other variables. As noted earlier,
persuasion variables are often classified as whether they belong to the source,
the message, the recipient or the context. They also can be classified as to
whether they affect motivation (e.g. personal relevance) or ability (e.g. dis
traction) to think.2 In this section we chose personal responsibility (e.g. Petty
et al., 1980), as an illustrative example of a variable that affects a person’s
motivation to process a message (R. E. Petty & Cacioppo, 1990). However,
the same predictions apply to other variables capable of affecting motivation
and ability to think.
Specifically, Gandarillas et al. (2014) examined the effect of organisational
responsibility on the extent to which eighty employees within a variety of
professional organisations processed persuasive messages in favour of incorpor
ating more people with disabilities into their companies. Attitudes towards
hiring people with disabilities are becoming critical for promoting diversity
and egalitarianism within organisations (Rohmer & Louvet, 2018; Vornholt
et al., 2013).3 The messages contained either strong or weak arguments advocat
ing in favour of hiring people with disabilities. As illustrated in Figure 1, the
results indicated that having responsibility over other employees led to more
information processing as indicated by greater argument quality effects. That is,
individuals having (vs. not having) responsibility over other employees were
better able to discriminate between persuasive messages that contained strong
arguments vs. weak arguments. Therefore, having responsibility increased per
suasion for strong arguments but reduced persuasion for weak arguments.4
2

For some variables, a combination of motivational and ability factors could be at work. For example,
being in a positive mood might make it easier for positive thoughts to come to mind (an ability bias),
but might also motivate people to want to stay in that positive state by generating positive thoughts
(motivational bias).
3
In the ELM, the same persuasion processes that are relevant for changing a relatively specific attitude
that might have been biased by prejudice (e.g. attitudes towards hiring individuals with mental
challenges in organisations) are useful for changing more general prejudiced attitudes (e.g. attitudes
towards out-groups) and for changing the level of agreement with statements that promote equality
(e.g. being in favour of incorporating people from more diverse backgrounds within institutions).
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Figure 1. Attitudes towards hiring people with disabilities as a function of organisational
responsibility and argument quality. Adopted from.Gandarillas et al. (2014)

This initial example illustrates that by focusing on the process underlying
attitude change (i.e. extent of elaboration), the very same variable (responsibility)
can either be good for persuasion (e.g. when arguments are strong) or bad (e.g.
when arguments are weak). Although this is just a single example, this research
tentatively suggests that both the valence and the extent of thinking are impor
tant factors in determining the extent and direction of attitude change towards
proposals that promote the hiring of people with disabilities in organisations.
Importantly, other research provides convergent evidence showing that mes
sages promoting egalitarian attitudes can backfire when the content and valence
of the thoughts are different than intended by the persuasive attempt (Dixon
et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2018; Major et al., 2014; Saguy et al., 2009). Similarly, antiprejudice messages have been found to produce ironic effects (increasing rather
than decreasing prejudice) depending on the thoughts generated by recipients
(Legault et al., 2011; Schultz & Maddox, 2013). In sum, an initial conclusion is
that the thoughts people generate in response to persuasive attempts can play
a role in producing change in the desired direction or not.

Long Term Consequences of Changes in Prejudiced Attitudes
How much recipients think about information and experiences promoting
egalitarianism plays a critical role in determining not only the discrimination
between strong and weak arguments and thus the direction of influence, but
also whether the resulting attitudes are consequential. Specifically, in accord
with the ELM, we argue that there are important benefits associated with
high thinking change. First, when thinking is high, people tend to access their
4

People generally find arguments to be more compelling the more they point to desirable and likely
consequences of adopting the position advocated (R. E. Petty & Wegener, 1991). Manipulating
argument quality and measuring the differential impact of strong vs. weak messages on subsequent
attitudes towards the proposal is a methodological tool to assess how different variables affect the
extent of thinking (see R. E. Petty et al., 1976; see Carpenter, 2015, for a review of studies using
argument quality as a tool to gauge message processing).
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attitudes as they update them with each new argument processed. This
updating leads high thought attitudes to be more readily accessible when
the attitude object is encountered (Tormala & Petty, 2001). The more likely
attitudes are to come to mind quickly and spontaneously, the more people
can use them to guide their behaviour (Fazio, 1990). Second, attitudes based
on high thought are held with more confidence than those based on little
thought (Barden & Petty, 2008). When people are deciding what to do, they
are more likely to act on an attitude if they are sure it is correct than if they
are not (Rucker et al., 2014).
One illustration that provides evidence that differential consequences are
associated with attitudes changed by different degrees of elaboration comes
from work on prejudice reduction. In one study, Cárdaba et al. (2013)
presented seventy- six undergraduates with a persuasive message composed
of compelling arguments in favour of a minority group or with a control
message. Participants received a message composed of strong arguments and
positive cues in favour of South American immigrants in Spain.5 The extent
of thinking was studied by examining people who differed in their chronic
motivation to think as assessed with the need for cognition scale (Cacioppo
& Petty, 1982). As shown in Figure 2, although both high and low thinkers
showed reduced prejudice following the message, the newly changed atti
tudes were more predictive of participants’ attitudes two days later when
motivation to think about the initial message was relatively high rather than
low. The degree of attitude stability is an important feature to consider since
the goal of most prejudice-reduction interventions is to create attitudes that
will last over time (Lick et al., 2017).
In a second study, Cárdaba et al. (2014) presented one hundred and three
undergraduates with a message in favour of South American immigrants in

Figure 2. Attitudes (time 1 and time 2) towards South American immigrants in Spain as
a function of elaboration (measured by need for cognition). Adopted from.Cárdaba et al.
(2013)
5

An attitude towards a stigmatised or minority group (e.g. South American immigrants in Spain) is
considered prejudiced when it is less favourable than the attitude towards another non-stigmatised or
majority group (e.g. Spaniards in Spain), although it can be positive in absolute terms.
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Spain. This time, the amount of thinking about the proposal was manipu
lated by varying the targets’ ability (via different levels of distraction) and
motivation (via differences in activation of the self-concept) to think about
the message. The results showed that even when the obtained attitude change
in favour of the minority group was equivalent under low and high thinking
conditions, the reductions in prejudice produced by high thinking processes
were more resistant to subsequent attacks than equivalent changes produced
by less thoughtful mechanisms (see also, Haugtvedt & Petty, 1992). As these
studies demonstrate, understanding the nature of the processes by which
attitudes change is essential because the future persistence and resistance of
the induced change.
In sum, whether attitude change occurs as the result of relatively high or
low amounts of thinking matters not only for determining what attitude is
formed but also how consequential or strong that attitude is over time. The
more a judgement is based on thinking, the more persist over time, resist
attempts at change, and as described in the next section, even to have
consequences for other judgements and behaviour.

Elaboration: Spreading Change
An important matter is whether attitudes might show some additional
properties associated with strength beyond stability and resistance when
changed through high elaboration processes. This section shows that high
elaboration attitude change is also associated with spreading to other rele
vant attitude objects, producing indirect change.
The mental activities characterising elaboration involve people adding
something of their own to the information available and are likely to lead to
the integration of information into the underlying structure for the attitude
object. For example, attitude change processes which require thinking deeply
about the attitude object are likely to result in attitude representations that are
well integrated and connected with other material in memory (McGuire, 1981;
Tesser, 1978). Because of the strong linkage among constructs associated with
high thinking, activating one mental representation should activate related
ones relatively easily (R. E. Petty et al., 2008).
Recent research examined the extent to which this argument holds for
attitudes regarding stigmatised groups. Specifically, in a series of studies, the
effect of elaboration on attitude spreading was tested (Moreno et al., 2020).
For example, one study examined whether changing attitudes towards
a healthy (or unhealthy) diet through high elaboration processes would
increase (or reduce) prejudiced attitudes towards overweight people. In
this study, three hundred thirty eight undergraduates were first asked to
generate positive thoughts either about a healthy or an unhealthy diet (see
also, Rudolph & Hilbert, 2017). After listing their thoughts, participants
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reported their attitudes towards the assigned diet as the focal attitude mea
sure. Elaboration was assessed in this study merely by counting the number
of thoughts listed by each participant. In addition to manipulating attitudes
towards diets and measuring elaboration, participants were also asked to rate
a number of social groups as part of an unrelated study. The key group of
interest embedded in this list was people who were overweight. Thus,
attitudes towards obese people were the distal (indirect) attitudes.
First, it was predicted and found that the manipulation of attitudes
towards diets was successful. That is, participants asked to generate positive
thoughts towards healthy diets reported higher liking for eating healthier
than those assigned to generate positive thoughts towards unhealthy diets.
Most importantly, those focal attitudes (towards diets) were more related to
distal attitudes (towards overweight people) for individuals who were higher
in the number of thoughts they generated. Higher thinking participants with
positive attitudes towards healthy eating reported significantly more negative
attitudes towards obese people than those with lower thinking. Also, higher
thinking participants induced to like unhealthy foods reported more favour
able attitudes towards obese people than those with lower thinking. These
findings were replicated in other studies in which elaboration was measured
differently (e.g. by assessing reading time) and when elaboration was
manipulated rather than measured.
In another study, Moreno et al. (2020) examined whether focal attitudes
(thinking about the legalisation of doping in sports) would be more pre
dictive of distal attitudes (towards drug addicts) under relatively high (vs.
low) thinking conditions. This study began by randomly assigning under
graduates to read a message either in favour of or against doping legalisation
and then attitudes towards this topic (i.e. doping legalisation) were assessed.
These messages were pretested in previous research designed to change
doping attitudes (J. Horcajo et al., 2019). As in some previous research
(Cárdaba et al., 2013; R. E. Petty et al., 2008), in this study participant’s
need for cognition (NC) was measured to classify participants based on their
reported enjoyment of thinking. Finally, as part of an unrelated study,
participants were asked to rate a number of social groups, including attitudes
towards drug addicts (distal attitudes). As predicted, NC moderated the
relationship between attitudes towards doping legalisation (i.e. focal atti
tudes) and prejudiced attitudes towards drug addicts (i.e. distal attitudes),
such that greater correspondence between focal and distal attitudes emerged
in higher (vs. lower) thinking participants.
In sum, this research revealed that attitudes unrelated to prejudice (e.g.
healthy eating, doping) can spread and generalise leading to changes in pre
judiced attitudes towards stigmatised others (e.g. towards obese people, drug
addicts). As demonstrated, this indirect change depends, at least in part, on high
thinking processes with respect to the focal message. Of course, there are other
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factors that can contribute to spreading beyond elaboration (e.g. Blankenship
et al., 2015; Brannon et al., 2019; Cvencek et al., 2020; Glaser et al., 2015; Leippe
& Eisenstadt, 1994; G. R. Maio et al., 2009; Walther, 2002). However, the
research we reviewed focused on elaboration because it has received relatively
less attention with regard to this particular consequence.
In accord with previous research on secondary transfer effects (Pettigrew,
2009; Tausch et al., 2010), one of the key implications of this idea might be that
programmes requiring high thinking for reducing prejudice towards one parti
cular stigmatised group might also be helpful in making people more egalitarian
with regard to other groups (Bergh et al., 2016; Ehrke et al., 2014; Meleady et al.,
2019; Scroggins et al., 2016). Furthermore, generalising change from a single
individual or exemplar to the whole social category is more likely to occur when
elaboration is high rather than low (Strark et al., 2013). Indeed, consistent with
this elaboration-spreading notion, other research has shown that variables
associated with elaboration such as accountability moderate member-to-group
generalisation (Paolini et al., 2009).

Summary and Implications for Stereotypes
The first part of our review illustrated how changing prejudiced attitudes
towards diverse groups such as people with disabilities in organisations,
South American immigrants, and people with obesity can vary in the extent
of thought on which the new attitudes are based. Furthermore, the extent of
thought relates to how consequential the resulting attitudes are. That is,
prejudiced attitudes that came about through relatively thoughtful processes
were shown to be more stable and resistant as well as being particularly likely
to generalise to other distally related attitudes compared to those induced
through less thoughtful means. After showing how elaboration determines
both the extent of attitude change and attitude strength, this section closes by
outlining some key implications of our process approach for understanding
the use of stereotypes.
As noted, stereotypes are important in this domain because they can be
considered the cognitive component at the base of many prejudiced attitudes.
Each of the components of prejudiced attitudes (beliefs, stereotypes, and
emotions) can play multiple roles in persuasion, and therefore elaboration
processes can be applied to stereotypes as they apply to attitudes. The studies
covered so far demonstrated that the elaboration-strength link is important for
changing prejudiced attitudes. The elaboration-strength link is also important
when considering the use of stereotypes.
In one illustration Wegener et al. (2006) demonstrated that group stereo
types can influence judgements about individual people in both thoughtful
and non-thoughtful ways. Although all the participants in these studies relied
upon stereotypes in making explicit judgements about target individuals, and
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the judgements appeared to be the same (i.e. they were equally extreme)
across high and low elaboration conditions, the consequences of the stereo
type-based judgements differed depending on the amount of processing of
the target information presented. Judgements about the target individual that
were based on thoughtful use of the stereotype were less likely to change in
reaction to a challenge than were judgements based on less thoughtful use of
the stereotype (i.e. using the stereotype as a simple cue). Thus, when the
activation of stereotypes influenced judgement by biasing the valence of the
thoughts that came to mind, prejudiced responses were more resistant to
change than when that same stereotype influenced the judgement through
low thinking processes.

Changing Prejudiced Attitudes by Meta-Cognitive Processes of
Validation
The previous section described that one way in which researchers and
practitioners can reduce prejudiced attitudes is by creating strong attitudes
through high elaboration of compelling messages. This section introduces
another way of creating strong attitudes based on producing confident
thoughts via validation.
Unlike elaboration, which focuses on first-order or primary cognition
(e.g. Men are good at maths), validation emphasises secondary or metacognition which refers to people’s thoughts about their thoughts (e.g. I am
sure that men are good at maths; It feels good to believe that men are good at
maths). Given its meta-cognitive nature, validation requires relatively high
thinking conditions. In an initial study, R. E. Petty et al. (2002) demonstrated
that self-validation is more likely to operate when people have the motivation
and ability to think about their thoughts (e.g. if participants are high in need
for cognition, Cacioppo & Petty, 1982; when there is high personal relevance
of the persuasion topic; R. E. Petty & Cacioppo, 1979). Thus, for validation
processes to matter, people need to have some thoughts to validate, and also
to be motivated and able to consider whether their thoughts are correct
(cognitive validation) and/or whether they feel good about them (affective
validation). As outlined in this section, another boundary condition on the
operation of validation processes is that confidence from the validating
variable should be salient during or following thought generation rather
than prior to it.
Recent research used this meta-cognitive approach to change prejudiced
attitudes towards a group for which thoughtful processes are often over
looked or denied. Specifically, this work evaluated the role that thought
confidence can play in attitude change towards a proposal that advocates
hiring individuals with mental challenges in organisations. Among other
reasons, attitudes towards people with disabilities were studied because this
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Figure 3. Attitudes towards the hiring proposal as a function of thought valence and
thought confidence measured. Adopted Requero, Santos et al., 2020b.

group is often subject to a dehumanisation process through which individual
members are perceived as less competent and unable to have sophisticated
mental processes (Bogdan & Taylor, 1989; O’Brien, 2003).
In an initial study (Requero, Santos et al., 2020b), one hundred sixty four
undergraduates were asked to generate either positive or negative thoughts
about hiring people with disabilities (figure 3). Specifically, in the positive
thoughts condition, participants were told to write the positive aspects and
some potentially beneficial consequences that could result from the imple
mentation of this egalitarian initiative. In the negative thoughts condition,
participants were told to write about the negative aspects and potentially
damaging consequences of it. Next, participants were asked to indicate the
extent to which they were confident in the thoughts they had listed, and their
attitudes towards the proposal. Results indicated that thoughts were
a significantly better predictor of attitudes when thought confidence was
reported to be relatively high vs. low. As depicted in Figure 4, higher levels of
confidence were associated with more persuasion for positive thoughts but
less persuasion for negative thoughts. Put differently, to the extent that
confidence in thoughts was lacking, persuasion was less dependent on
thought valence.
A second study moved to a full experimental approach. In this study, two
hundred sixty-four undergraduates were first asked to carefully read
a proposal in which a company advocated hiring individuals with disabilities.
As in the first study, participants were randomly assigned to list either
positive thoughts or negative thoughts about this proposal. Then, partici
pants were asked to think about past situations in which they experienced
confidence or doubt. Participants who recalled past instances of confidence
reported more certainty in the validity of their thoughts about the proposal
compared to those who recalled instances of doubt. Similar to the study just
described, confidence increased the impact of thought valence on attitudes
compared to doubt. As a consequence, when thoughts were mostly positive,
increased confidence enhanced persuasion, but when thoughts were
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Figure 4. Attitudes as a function of argument quality and source status presented after
a message under low thinking conditions (left panel) and high thinking conditions (right
panel). Adopted from J. Horcajo et al. (2014).

negative, increased confidence reduced persuasion. In sum, meta-cognitive
confidence polarised the effects of both positive and negative thoughts on
attitudes. A final study revealed that confidence regarding one’s prejudicerelated thoughts can also be manipulated through more subtle ways, such as
revealing the credibility of the source following the message (see also,
Tormala et al., 2007).
Other studies on validation have shown that the perceived validity of
prejudice-relevant thoughts can be manipulated by having participants
engage in confident (vs. doubtful) actions such as head nodding (P. Briñol
et al., 2015), by providing recipients with convergent (vs. divergent) evidence
matching their thoughts (J. K. Clark et al., 2009; Clark et al., 2013), by
highlighting the entitativity nature of their groups (Clark & Thiem, 2015),
and merely by priming the concept of justice (Santos & Rivera, 2015). In all
of these self-validation paradigms, thoughts were more likely to impact
prejudiced attitudes under high (vs. low) confidence conditions.
In addition to generalising across different variables capable of validating
thoughts, another advantage of considering a basic persuasion process such
as validation is the potential to generalise the results across diverse stigma
tised groups. Thus, research on attitude change through thought validation
has been able to change prejudiced attitudes towards stigmatised groups
beyond people with disabilities, including African Americans, and people
with low socio-economic status (SES, e.g. Clark & Thiem, 2015; J. K. Clark
et al., 2009).
Beyond extending across different validating variables and diverse outgroups, another important aspect of meta-cognitive validity is that it can
apply to any accessible mental contents regardless of their specific content,
valence, origin, or nature (Briñol & Petty, 2009). For example, P. Briñol et al.
(2015) demonstrated that the impact of subliminally primed words related to
the Black (vs. White) stereotype could be magnified when validated by
having participants nodding their heads following the prime. Also in line
with the idea that any mental content can be validated, recent research has
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shown that meta-cognitive confidence can improve the ability of group
identity to guide behaviour. That is, Paredes and colleagues (2019) demon
strated that assessing confidence in people’s identity fusion responses
improved the ability of the fusion measure to predict extreme pro-group
outcomes (for additional examples, see Santos et al., 2019; Shoots-Reinhard
et al., 2015).

Cognitive and Affective Validation
As noted earlier, people can decide that their thoughts are valid to use for two
general kinds of reasons. That is, people can rely on their thoughts because
they believe their thoughts are correct (cognitive validation) or because they
feel good about them (affective validation). People make inferences of cor
rectness when they are feeling certain in the validity of their thoughts such as
when the thoughts are inspired by social consensus (R. E. Petty et al., 2002),
by an expert source (Tormala et al., 2007), and by convergent evidence
(J. K. Clark et al., 2009). People presumably feel good about their thoughts
when they are feeling happy following thinking (R. E. Petty & Briñol, 2015).
If thoughts were positive, making people feel especially good would increase
persuasion compared to a sad state. However, feeling good can also magnify
the impact of negative thoughts thereby decreasing persuasion (Briñol et al.,
2007; Huntsinger, 2013, 2014). Although happiness is clearly associated with
feeling good (pleasantness), according to appraisal theories of emotion, it is
also associated with certainty (e.g. C. A. Smith & Ellsworth, 1985). Because of
this, it is not clear whether affective or cognitive validation was responsible
for the validation effect in the initial happiness studies.
In order to demonstrate that validation can occur via both cognitive and
affective routes, recent research examined emotions that have the potential to
affect certainty (related to correctness) and pleasantness appraisals differ
ently. For example, anger and disgust are unpleasant emotions that are
associated with certainty, whereas surprise and awe are more pleasant emo
tions that are associated with doubt and uncertainty. Consistent with our
differential appraisals hypothesis (P. Briñol et al., 2018), it was demonstrated
that each of these emotions are capable of inducing either more or less
thought use depending on which appraisal (certainty or pleasantness) is
dominant. This approach concurs with previous frameworks in highlighting
the importance of appraisals (Lerner & Keltner, 2000), but introduces some
novelties such as predicting that different appraisals can be relevant when
varied even within the same emotion.
In the most recent illustration of this paradigm relevant to promoting
egalitarian attitudes, undergraduates were asked to think about the positive
or negative aspects of a proposal to hire people with disabilities in an
organisation (Requero, Briñol et al., 2020). Following this thought valence
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manipulation, participants were assigned to write about personal episodes in
which they felt either hope or hopelessness. Naturally, geneating positive
thoughts about people with disabilities might lead people to feel hopeful
regarding this group and negative thoughts to feeling hopeless. However, in
this paradigm participants are randomly assigned to feel hopeful or hopeless
following the positive or negative thought generation so that the independent
effects of thought valence and emotion can be determined. This work
focused on hope and hopelessness because for these emotions the confidence
and pleasantness appraisals are mismatched. Hope is a pleasant state that is
associated with uncertainty, whereas hopelessness is unpleasant though
associated with confidence.
After participants generated their thoughts and received the emotion
induction, they were exposed to an appraisal manipulation designed to
focus them on a specific appraisal of the emotion (pleasantness or confi
dence; P. Briñol et al., 2018). Specifically, participants were required in this
study to respond to questions that contained words related to pleasantness
(pleasantness appraisal) or questions that contained words related to con
fidence (confidence appraisal). Finally, after the three manipulations (posi
tive versus negative thoughts induction; hope versus hopelessness induction;
pleasantness versus confidence appraisal induction), participants reported
their attitudes towards the proposal to hire people with disabilities in an
organisation.
In line with the self-validation hypothesis, the resutls revealed that feeling
hopeless or hope following thought generation can lead to different (and
opposite) effects on the use of thoughts. This effect depends on whether the
confidence or the pleasantness appraisal of these emotions was made salient.
As predicted, when individuals were focused on the confidence/doubt
appraisal of the emotion, then feeling hopeless led to more thought use
than hope because experiencing hopelessness is associated with an appraisal
of confidence that was misattributed to feeling sure about the accuracy or
correctness of one’s thoughts relative to feeling hope, an emotion associated
with uncertainty (cognitive validation). In contrast, when individuals were
focused on the pleasantness/unpleasantness appraisal of the emotion, then
experiencing hope led to more thought use than feeling hopeless because
experiencing hope is associated with an appraisal of pleasantness that was
misattributed to feeling good about or liking one’s thoughts relative to
feeling hopeless, an emotion associated with feeling unpleasant (affective
validation).
Beyond the potential to transform our understanding of the hopehopeless continuum, this novel approach based on highlighting different
appraisals within the same emotion can be relevant to designing processbased practical applications promoting positive attitudes towards more
diverse organisations and individuals. Furthermore, this research on
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differential appraisals of emotions can contribute to inspiring future research
on reducing prejudiced attitudes as a fuction of phenomenon such as wishful
thinking (a pleasant but uncertain state, Villegas-Gold & Yoo, 2014) and
realistic pessimism (an unpleasant but certain state, Kaiser et al., 2004).

Perceiving Cognitions and Meta-Cognitions of Others
After showing that what and how much people think (elaboration) and what
people think about their own thoughts (validation) both play a role in
prejudiced attitudes, we introduce a new line of research examining to
what extent the perceived cognitions and meta-cognitions of others can
also influence prejudiced attitudes. Specifically, this research tested the
impact of thinking about the cognitions and meta-cognitions of out-group
members, including Syrian refugees, South American immigrants, and
Gypsy people (Santos et al., 2020).
This research compared the impact of thinking about how members of
out-groups usually think (perceived primary cognition) and how members of
those out- groups think about their own thoughts (perceived secondary
cognition). These two types of cognition were compared because they
mapped well onto the elaboration and validation research described earlier,
and also because there is some previous evidence suggesting that the distinc
tion between primary and secondary emotions is useful in the domain of
dehumanisation. This work has shown that prejudiced evaluations can take
the form of attributing stigmatised groups the ability to have mostly primary
emotions (i.e. brief, physiologically embedded affective reactions such as
anger or joy) but denying they are capable of having secondary emotions
(i.e. affective reactions that are the result of social construction through the
attachment of meaning to experiences such as admiration or remorse; Kteily
et al., 2015; Loughnan et al., 2010).
Just as distinguishing between primary and secondary emotions has been
useful in this domain, this work examined whether separating perceiving
primary versus secondary cognition in others also can be useful when
evaluating others. In two studies, Santos et al. (2020) randomly assigned
undergraduates to one of three different experimental conditions. In the
primary cognition treatment, participants had to answer questions about
the primary thinking processes of out-group members. Specifically, partici
pants in this condition were required to respond to 10 questions asking to
what extent a particular group had primary thoughts. For example, in one
study they responded to whether they thought that: “Syrian refugees tend to
think about the world,” “Syrian refugees are able to process information,” or
that “Syrian refugees are able to comprehend different ideas.” In the second
ary cognition treatment, participants answered questions about metacognition. That is, the questions focused on the ability of refugees to reflect
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on their own thoughts, and thinking processes. Examples of the items
include, “Syrian refugees have a window into their minds,” “Syrian refugees
realize there are things that they don’t know,” and “Syrian refugees like to
think about the validity of their thoughts.” The effect of these two treatments
on prejudiced attitudes was compared against a control group, in which
participants answered 10 equivalent questions but that were unrelated to
primary or secondary cognition (e.g. “Syrian refugees wear socks”).
As expected, compared to the control group, the two treatments reduced
prejudiced attitudes towards Syrian refugees as well as South American
immigrants and Gypsy people. That is, thinking about how out-group
members think and how they think about their thoughts both produced
more positive attitudes towards these groups compared to controls. In these
studies, the two treatments did not differ from each other, but were superior
to control groups. Future research can benefit from work aimed at under
standing when and for whom these two different treatments might be more
effective alone or in combination in promoting deeper appreciation for the
sophisticated mental processes of other groups.

Elaboration and Validation: Specifying Conditions
So far, this review focused on two fundamental mechanisms of reducing
prejudiced attitudes – elaboration and validation. As noted, these two
mechanisms are critical for predicting whether change occurs in the desired
direction and how consequential it is. Given that many variables (e.g. group
identity, stereotypes) can affect judgements and behaviours through these
two processes, a natural concern is how to distinguish between them.
Fortunately, a number of methods have been identified for both separating
out and predicting when different processes occur. This section focuses on
two moderating conditions: Amount of thinking and timing. Stereotypes are
used here as an example describing next how the effects of stereotypes can be
predicted a priori based on these two contextual factors.
In most of the research on stereotyping and prejudiced attitudes, group
category membership (e.g. the race of the target) is learned before acquisition of
individuating information. When such information precedes processing,
research has shown that stereotypes can influence attitudes and performance
in the various ways articulated earlier including serving as a simple cue when
thinking is relatively low, biasing thoughts when thinking is high, and affecting
elaboration when it is unconstrained by other variables (e.g. Wegener et al.,
2006). As noted, any variable can influence prejudiced attitudes by one of the
five key processes outlined by the ELM. Importantly, learning of someone’s
group membership “after the fact” allows group stereotypes to influence
perceptions in a completely different way – by affecting validation processes.
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For example, when a source serves in a validation role, it might matter if
the thoughts are about the source him or herself rather than a proposal the
source is advocating. Imagine reading a message about some unidentified
person that you suspect is a woman. If you then learn that the source is
indeed a woman, your thoughts about the source would be validated whereas
if you learned that the source was a man, your thoughts would be invalidated.
In general, people are likely to have more confidence when the content of
their thoughts matches or fits the nature of the source that is revealed rather
than when the content does not fit or mismatches. Thus, thought confidence
might be increased if a person high in prejudice generated negative thoughts
towards a job candidate and then learned that the candidate came from
a stigmatised group with low performance expectations rather than from
a non-stigmatised group with higher performance expectations. This sug
gests that sources with low (vs. high) status can affect judgements by validat
ing (rather than invalidating) thoughts under some circumstances such as
when the source is the object of the thoughts, and when thoughts are
stereotypical or match the nature of the source.
In two experiments examining this idea (Clark et al., 2009), two hundred
and nine university students received information about a child who per
formed either reasonably well or poorly on an intelligence test. The good
performance information would lead people to have positive thoughts about
the child’s intelligence whereas the poor performance report would lead
people to have negative thoughts about the child’s intelligence. Following
the information, participants listed their thoughts about the child and then
learned that the child was either from a low socio-economic statue (SES)
household or a high SES household. When the SES information matched (vs.
mismatched) the performance expectations (i.e. poor performance with low
SES and high performance with high SES), participants had more confidence
in their thoughts. They also used their thoughts more in forming their
judgements of the intelligence of the child. Importantly, the obtained find
ings on intelligence were mediated by thought confidence and have been
replicated several times with different materials (e.g. Clark et al., 2012). This
research is also consistent with work on stereotype threat revealing that
stereotype-related thoughts can be validated by priming people with con
vergent (vs. divergent) evidence matching their thoughts (J. K. Clark et al.,
2015; Clark et al., 2017; Clark et al., 2018).
In addition of showing the relevance of validation processes to stereotyp
ing, this work also illustrates the importance of considering timing as a key
variable for understanding process. That is, the confidence that emerges from
matching with stereotypes should be salient following (or at least, during)
thought generation rather than prior to thought generation. By varying the
timing of experimental inductions, research on self-validation demonstrated
the consequences for evaluation and performance of two different
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psychological processes: stereotypes affecting the generation of thoughts
when preceding the reception of information and affecting the use (valida
tion) of those thoughts when following the message (Clark et al., 2012;
J. K. Clark et al., 2015; see also Briñol et al., 2007). These findings provide
evidence in favour of the idea that the same variable (stereotypes) can have
different (and opposite) effects on judgements depending on when the
manipulation of the variable is introduced.

Testing Processes of Elaboration and Validation for Sources in
Minority Status
Beyond stereotypes about SES, other variables associated with stigmatised
sources such as being in a numerical minority can influence attitudes by the
same processes of elaboration and validation depending on the timing, and the
background level of elaboration. When elaboration is not constrained by other
variables to be high or low, the numerical status of the source can determine
the amount of information processing in which people engage. Thus, persua
sive proposals that are presented by Black (vs. White) sources often receive
more attention (as indicated by greater impact of strong vs. weak arguments)
and result in more consequential attitudes (White & Harkins, 1994), at least
among relatively unprejudiced individuals (R. E. Petty et al., 1999). Also,
whether an idea is delivered by a source that belongs to the numerical majority
or minority can influence how people evaluate that proposal (J. Horcajo, Petty
et al., 2010a). When elaboration is unconstrained, majority/minority source
status influences the extent of elaboration (Erb et al., 2002; Martin &
Hewstone, 2008; Moscovici, 1985).
In one relevant study (Horcajo, Briñol et al., 2010b) eighty-two under
graduates were first assigned to receive a message arguing to change the
institutional colour of the participants’ university flag. The message came
from a source in the numerical majority or minority. The minority status
source increased the argument quality effect on attitudes relative to the
majority source, which suggests that the minority source led to greater
thinking, consistent with Moscovici’s (1985) conversion theory (see also,
Martin & Hewstone, 2008). Furthermore, as predicted, the argument quality
effect obtained for attitudes was mediated by a change in the profile of
message-consistent thoughts.
In that experiment, source information about numerical status preceded
the presentation of the message information and elaboration was not set to
be high. However, if source information were to follow information proces
sing under high thinking conditions, source status should affect validation
rather than elaboration. In a test of this hypothesis, Horcajo et al. (2010b)
exposed one hundred and ten undergraduates to a persuasive message
composed of either strong or weak arguments about the organisational
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regulations of a new company. After receiving and processing the message,
the communication was attributed to either a person whose position was
supported by the majority or a person whose position was supported by
a minority of others. The majority source increased the confidence with
which the recipients held their thoughts in response to the message com
pared to the minority source. As a consequence, the majority source
increased the impact of argument quality on attitudes compared to the
minority source. Importantly, the confidence with which participants held
their thoughts mediated the effects of source status on attitudes, whereas the
thoughts generated by participants did not.
As a final illustration, consider another study manipulating extent of think
ing in the domain of minority influence. In this study with one hundred fortyfour undergraduates, J. Horcajo et al. (2014) first manipulated the level of
elaboration (low vs. high) using a manipulation of personal relevance to affect
motivation to process the message (R. E. Petty & Cacioppo, 1979). Then,
participants received a persuasive message composed of strong or weak argu
ments. Finally, they learned that the message was from a source in the numerical
majority or minority and reported their attitudes towards the proposal.
In this study, only under high elaboration conditions did the majority
source status increase the argument quality effect on attitudes compared to
the minority source. This finding is consistent with the prediction that source
status can validate thoughts under high thinking conditions (see Figure 4,
right panel). In contrast, under low elaboration conditions, source status was
predicted and found to influence attitudes by serving as a peripheral cue. That
is, the majority source increased persuasion compared to the minority source
irrespective of argument quality (see Figure 4, left panel). In sum, source
status can influence attitudes by processes of primary cognition (e.g. serving as
a cue, affecting elaboration) and processes of secondary cognition (validating
thoughts) depending on timing and the background level of thinking.

Ambivalence Affects Elaboration and Validation
The evaluative structure of recipients’ pre-existing attitudes can also influ
ence how they evaluate and respond to individuals from different groups.
This section describes research on attitudinal ambivalence in the domain of
prejudiced attitudes.
When people endorse both positive and negative reactions to a particular
out-group, they report feeling conflicted, indecisive, and mixed about indi
viduals and information relevant to that group (Glick & Fiske, 1996; Katz &
Hass, 1988; Priester & Petty, 1996). This form of psychological conflict is
called explicit ambivalence and occurs when people have an attitude object
linked in memory to both positivity and negativity and they further believe
that both of these reactions are valid (see R. E. Petty et al., 2007). There are
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several other antecedents to feelings of ambivalence, including interpersonal
disagreement (Priester & Petty, 2001) and having attitudes that are different
from those one wants to have (e.g. wanting to be more positive about the
elderly; DeMarree, Wheeler et al., 2014b).
In other cases, a person does not report being conflicted or mixed about
the object, but he or she can nevertheless feel generally uncomfortable when
considering the object because unendorsed gut feelings (implicit evaluations)
conflict with endorsed (explicit) evaluations (Rydell et al., 2008). This is
called implicit ambivalence (e.g. R. E. Petty et al., 2006). In implicit ambiva
lence, a person also has an attitude object linked to both positivity and
negativity in memory, but one of these reactions is tagged as invalid (Petty
& Briñol, 2006). This person does not report being ambivalent because the
person does not consider both reactions to be valid. A person’s evaluative
reaction to an attitude object might be seen as invalid for a number of
reasons including that: (1) the person believes the reaction is a mere cultural
association (e.g. from the media) and does not represent what they truly
believe (e.g. I have a negative reaction to Hispanics because they are por
trayed as criminals on TV, but I know that is not true) and (2) the reaction
represents a prior attitude (e.g. I used to be a bit prejudiced towards this
particular group, but now I no longer am; P. Briñol et al., 2006; R. E. Petty
et al., 2006, 2012).
Both explicit and implicit ambivalence are important because they are
associated with increased elaboration of relevant messages. In one study
examining explicit ambivalence, G. R. Maio et al. (1996) measured partici
pants’ attitudinal ambivalence regarding immigration to Canada and then
exposed them to a discrepancy-relevant message favouring immigration
from Hong Kong to Canada that contained either strong or weak arguments.
The extent to which participants processed the message information was
assessed by examining the extent to which the quality of the arguments made
a difference in post-message immigration attitudes. Consistent with the idea
that ambivalence increases elaboration, G. R. Maio et al. (1996) found that
being ambivalent increased the impact of argument quality on attitudes
suggesting that ambivalent individuals engaged in enhanced scrutiny of the
issue-relevant information presented. Subsequent research has provided
further support to the idea that explicit ambivalence increases elaboration
and improves accuracy in decision making (Kleiman & Hassin, 2013;
G. R. Maio et al., 2001; Rees et al., 2013; Savary et al., 2015).
In a study examining how implicit ambivalence can enhance elaboration,
I. Johnson et al. (2017) showed that as the discrepancy in students’ implicit
and explicit racial (black versus white) attitudes increased, they engaged in
more scrutiny of a message if delivered by an African-American (vs. White)
source even if the message content itself was race-irrelevant. In another
study, they found that people high in implicit ambivalence more carefully
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scrutinised a message related to racial issues (Affirmative Action) even if
delivered by a White source. As illustrated in Figure 5, the results of both
studies combined (a total of two hundred eighty-five undergraduate partici
pants) showed that the greater the discrepancy between implicit and explicit
racial attitudes, the greater the argument quality effect on attitudes to the
message. This means that among individuals who were relatively low in
explicit prejudice, it was those who were also relatively high in implicit
prejudice who were more likely to process messages from or relevant to
Blacks. Similar enhanced scrutiny effects occurred for people who were
relatively high in explicit prejudice if they were also relatively low in implicit
prejudice. That is, the direction of the discrepancy didn’t matter. What
mattered was the degree of discrepancy in implicit versus explicit racial
attitudes. If both explicit and implicit prejudice were relatively low or high,
then the scrutiny of information was relatively low.6
These findings are important because earlier research on prejudice and
persuasion showed that White individuals tended to engage in greater
elaboration when information was presented by a Black rather than
a White source (White & Harkins, 1994). Subsequent research showed that
this enhanced processing of Black over White sources extended to greater
processing of Black over White targets (Fleming et al., 2005). Importantly,
the research by I. Johnson et al. (2017) showed that the enhanced processing
of Black over White sources and targets was most likely to occur among
individuals who were low in their explicit prejudice. It was assumed that
because these individuals would be concerned about being prejudiced when
assessing information from or about Blacks, they would guard against this

Figure 5. Standardised prejudiced attitudes as a function of argument quality and
difference scores (i.e. Standardised explicit minus standardised implicit). Adopted
from.I. Johnson et al. (2017)
6

In another study, the discrepancy between implicit and explicit attitudes was manipulated rather than
measured yielding similar results (R. E. Petty et al., 2006). That is greater implicit ambivalence was
associated with a greater impact of argument quality on attitudes.
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possible prejudice by processing the information very carefully (R. E. Petty
et al., 1999). Contemporary research suggests that many White individuals
who score low in explicit prejudice also harbour automatic negative reactions
to Blacks and that they might wish to overcome these negative reactions in
order to act in an unprejudiced way (Monteith, 1993; Plant & Devine, 1998).
These automatic negative reactions are captured in contemporary implicit
measures of racial attitudes such as the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998). The
research on implicit ambivalence provided evidence that rather than the
processing effects being driven solely by a desire to watch out for one’s
own possible prejudice – when explicit prejudice is lower than implicit
prejudice – the processing also occurred when explicit prejudice was higher
than implicit prejudice. That is, the processing was tied to implicit ambiva
lence which is the only framework that predicts that either direction of
discrepancy between implicit and explicit prejudice would produce feelings
of conflict and thereby increase information processing.
Although we focused on research showing that both explicit and implicit
ambivalence lead to elaboration, it is important to note that ambivalence also
can relate to validation processes (Clarkson et al., 2008; Luttrell et al., 2016).
In fact, ambivalence can serve both as an antecedent and also as
a consequence of both processes. For example, by elaborating on information
relevant to the object of ambivalence one can expect psychological conflict to
be reduced (e.g. G. R. Maio et al., 1996; Rydell et al., 2008).
Furthermore, validation processes also can be helpful in reducing ambiva
lence through a number of paradoxical possibilities, such as enhancing
confidence in just one side of the mixed thoughts (K. G. DeMarree et al.,
2015) and invalidating all of one’s mixed thoughts (Durso et al., 2016). For
example, in one study it was shown that low certainty can attenuate the
typical effect of ambivalence (Luttrell et al., 2016). Unlike these studies that
relied mostly on college student samples, the most recent research on
moderating ambivalence effects has provided convergent evidence showing
that ambivalence and certainty interact to predict attitude stability outside
the lab using real-world populations and settings (Luttrell et al., in press).

Changing Automatic Prejudiced Attitudes with Elaboration and
Validation
In the previous section we have seen that explicit measures of prejudice can
differ from what is shown on implicit measures. For example, a person can
express a positive evaluation of a minority group on an explicit self-report
measure, but the automatic evaluations of this person can be negative. Thus,
beyond understanding how the processes of elaboration and validation are
capable of changing explicit attitudes, it is also important to understand the
impact these processes can have on implicit measures of attitudes. Therefore,
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this section briefly describes recent research showing that automatic evalua
tions relevant to stigmatised individuals from minority groups can be
affected by processes of primary cognition such as elaboration (e.g.
C. T. Smith & De Houwer, 2014; Wyer, 2016), as well as processes of
secondary cognition such as validation (e.g. Hahn & Gawronski, 2019;
I. Johnson et al., 2017; Johnson et al., 2018; Maddux et al., 2005; Mann &
Ferguson, 2016; Sassenberg & Wieber, 2005; Lai et al., 2013).
In initial work on affecting implicit measures of prejudice, automatic
evaluations of Blacks were shown to be affected by a number of low thinking
processes such as mere exposure to various exemplars of admired Black
individuals (see, Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006, for a review). In general,
research has shown that automatic measures of attitudes can be affected by
relatively low thought attitude change processes. In fact, implicit measures of
attitudes have sometimes been assumed to change only or to a greater extent
as a result of low rather than high thought processes (e.g. Rydell &
McConnell, 2006).
However, other work contradicts the general idea that automatic attitude
measures respond only or mostly to simple persuasion techniques under
relatively low thinking conditions. For example, recent research has shown
that automatic evaluations can be affected by thoughtful processing of
persuasive messages, advertisements, marketing campaigns and other treat
ments involving effortful processing of verbal information (e.g. Brannon &
Gawronski, 2017; Horcajo, Petty et al., 2010a; Mann & Ferguson, 2016; Mann
& Ferguson, 2016; C. T. Smith & De Houwer, 2014; Wyer, 2016; for a review,
see R. E. Petty & Briñol, 2010). Thus, the most accurate conclusion is that like
explicit measures, implicit measures can be affected by both automatic and
deliberative processes. Furthermore, research in this domain is consistent
with the idea that the greater the elaboration that goes into processing
a message, the more consequential implicit measures become in terms of
stability, resistance, and spreading – the same consequences as for explicit
measures (e.g. Gawronski et al., 2017; Horcajo et al., 2010a; Ratliff & Nosek,
2011; Schultz & Maddox, 2013; Ye & Gawronski, 2016).
A final point is that research has shown that changes on implicit measures
of attitudes are sometimes related to change on explicit measures, but some
times they are independent of each other (e.g. R. E. Petty et al., 2006; Gregg
et al., 2006). In general, deliberative/explicit measures are more likely to
correspond with automatic/implicit measures when participants complete
the explicit measures after being told to “trust their intuition” (Jordan et al.,
2007) or “go with their gut” before responding (Ranganath et al., 2008). Such
instructions apparently free participants to report evaluative stirrings of
which they are aware but may not report spontaneously on an explicit
measure due to uncertainty regarding their origins or appropriateness
(Loersch et al., 2011).
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Practical Recommendations
As noted throughout, maximising the chances of designing effective proce
dures to reduce prejudiced attitudes depends in part on understanding the
psychological processes that are likely to underlie the impact of any practical
interventions. Therefore, a natural concern is how researchers, practitioners,
and institutions can explain and test the effects of interventions in a given
context. Fortunately, as argued throughout our review, the effects of variables
(such as stereotypes, majority influence, Black versus White message sources,
etc.) can be predicted a priori based on contextual factors, such as the general
levels of elaboration in the persuasion context as well as the order in which
events occur. Therefore, agents of influence can target a particular process
(elaboration, validation) by manipulating the amount of thinking, and by
varying the time at which variables are made salient.
In addition to intentionally managing the situation, a number of measures
can be useful to diagnose how variables affect persuasion. As noted, measur
ing both the type and the number of thoughts that participants generate and/
or manipulating argument quality can help assess the role of elaboration
processes that could be involved in initiatives designed to reduce prejudiced
attitudes. Beyond including methods of assessing how much actual thought
participants are engaged in, it is also important to assess how much people
perceive they have thought (subjective elaboration) because perceptions of
thinking can have effects in addition to actual thinking. For example, in one
study, participants merely led to believe that they had engaged in more
thinking (even though they did not) became more confident in their attitudes
and more willing to act on them (Barden & Petty, 2008). Thus, assessing
subjective elaboration with a self-report single-item measuring how much
people believe they have thought can be helpful in predicting who is more
likely to use their attitudes to guide behaviours.
A third tip related to elaboration processes involves assessing both objective
indicators of attitude strength to understanding long term consequences of
induced changes (e.g. attitude stability, resistance) and also subjective indica
tors of attitude strength (e.g. perceived attitude importance, subjective knowl
edge, felt ambivalence). Relatively simple question such as to what extent the
attitude is perceived to remain the same in the future (Cárdaba et al., 2013),
and to what extent the person would like to have a different attitude
(DeMarree et al., 2014b) can be useful to understand short and long term
consequences of changes. We have also noted that taking into consideration
the generalisation of change by assessing prejudiced attitudes in other domains
(even attitudes only indirectly or distally related to the domain of prejudice)
can provide researchers with a subtle, practical tool (Moreno et al., 2020).
In regard to validation processes, assessing participants’ confidence and
liking for their thoughts can have practical value. Thus, as another step, we
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recommend the use of these measures (e.g. judgemental confidence) as
a moderator of the effect of any mental content (thoughts, attitudes, goals,
traits) on behaviour (e.g. discrimination) because of their ease of use and
efficiency, and because measures of meta-cognitive confidence and/or liking
can increase the predictive validity of any mental construct. Questions about
thought confidence or liking are easy for practitioners to use as they require
only asking only one simple question, and people should find it easy to
respond. As noted, there is value in asking these questions not only with
regard to people’s own thoughts but also when it comes to the thoughts of
out-group members (Santos et al., 2020; see also DeMarree et al., in press).
Finally, we recommended assessing the psychological meaning of vari
ables (e.g. is having confidence good or bad? is egalitarianism desirable or
undesirable?). First, practitioners and institutions can benefit by considering
the meanings that people associate to the presumably positive variables
introduced in various interventions (P. Briñol et al., 2020; R. E. Petty &
Briñol, 2020). For instance, one could expect that variables like power, selfaffirmation, and a happy mood will produce a beneficial impact when,
actually, it can produce a detrimental impact, and we have explained when
and why this could occur (e.g. Briñol et al., 2018). Moreover, because the
meaning of subjective states used in various interventions is personal and can
also differ depending on the situations and the culture, we suggest that
persuasive agents evaluate this important factor by asking a simple question
regarding what people think key aspects of a treatment mean. Of course,
beyond assessing its natural variations, confidence and meaning can also be
manipulated to produce the desired levels of validity.

Summary and Future Directions
This review has focused on how a wide variety of seemingly diverse variables
(e.g. stereotypes, stigmatised sources, group identity, minority sources) can
affect prejudiced attitudes by the same two underlying psychological pro
cesses. These processes refer to how extensively people think in response to
a stimulus (elaboration) and whether or not those thoughts are used in
forming judgements (validation). The operation of these processes depended
on a number of other factors, such as a person’s overall motivation and
ability to think in the situation, and whether the variable affecting the
persuasion process preceded or followed the stimulus to be evaluated.
Variables are more likely to impact amount of thinking when the level of
elaboration in the situation is not already set to be very high or low by other
variables and when the variable precedes the stimulus to be processed. In
contrast, validation processes are more likely when elaboration is set high
enough for individuals to both generate thoughts and consider their validity,
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and when the variable of interest occurs during or after the stimulus to be
processed rather than before.
It is important to note that increasing elaboration does not necessarily
imply that the thinking that takes place will be objective and bias free. As
noted, one of the five processes outlined by the ELM refers to biased
processing. Thus, high thinking can make the effect of biasing variables
such as stereotypes even stronger than when thinking is low (e.g. Wegener
et al., 2006; see Petty, 2001). Furthermore, although the focus was on actual
thinking, as we noted earlier, how much people think they are thinking is
also important (Barden & Petty, 2008). In a recent line of research in the
domain of prejudiced attitudes focused on subjective elaboration (Moreno
et al., 2020), undergraduates first read a message advocating in favour of
hiring people with disabilities. Then, perceived elaboration was manipulated
by having participants answer a misleading questionnaire in which the
responses were framed to imply low or high degrees of thinking about the
message. Finally, attitudes towards the proposal and behavioural intentions
were measured. One behavioural measure involved having participants
receive the vita of a job candidate with disabilities and indicating whether
or not they were willing to defend that candidate in a forthcoming meeting.
In a second measure they reported their intentions to hire the candidate for
their university. The perception of having thought more about the proposal
led participants to use their attitudes in guiding these choices. Along with
assessing subjective perceptions of thinking, future research in this context
can also examine the extent to which people find elaboration to be associated
with pleasantness and confidence.7
Similarly, greater confidence in thoughts does not imply that thoughts are
any more accurate or unbiased. People can perceive accurate thoughts to
have low validity and believe that biased thoughts have high validity. In fact,
in many cases confidence is often overly high and not well calibrated to
accuracy since it can be affected by unrelated incidental variables such as the
non-verbal indicators of the source delivering the information (Guyer et al.,
2019), and the non-verbal responses occurring in the recipient (P. Briñol
et al., 2018).
As noted, a key aspect of validation is that confidence and doubt can be
attached to anything in mind, including prejudice-related thoughts, group
identity, and stereotypes. We have argued that assessing confidence and
doubt in responses to prejudice scales have the potential to improve the
7

Future research should also take into consideration the goals underlying elaboration. In the research
described throughout this review, most participants were likely to be motivated by their need to know.
Recent research has examined an alternative motive in which people aim to process information to be
entertained (cf., Moyyer-Guse´, 2008) (e.g. Cancela et al., 2020; Wilson et al., 2019). This research has
shown that the same variable (e.g. personal relevance) that can enhance elaboration when people
have a knowledge goal can decrease elaboration when people have an entertainment goal.
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predictions made by those scales. Validity is not only likely to apply to
individual differences in evaluations of minority groups, but also to the
associated motivations to control for prejudice towards these groups. We
argue that the ability of instruments such as the Motivation to Control
Prejudiced Reactions scale (Dunton & Fazio, 1997), and the Internal and
External Motivation to Respond without Prejudice scale (Plant & Devine,
1998) to predict differences in public and private endorsement of stereotypes
as well their capacity to predict motivation to correct one’s social judgements
is likely to be improved as meta-cognitive confidence in participants’
responses to those scales increases.
Beyond measuring meta-cognitive confidence, assessing subjective indica
tors of attitude strength such as perceived knowledge can be also useful for
future research. For example, in a recent research, Paredes et al. (2020)
examined how perceived knowledge influenced the propensity to make hiring
decisions about job candidates. In one of the studies of this series, actual job
candidates were interviewed by personnel selection professionals for real job
offers. After each interview, the interviewers reported their perceived knowl
edge about the candidate, their attitudes towards the candidate, and whether or
not the candidate was actually hired or not was recorded. As expected, these
real-world interviewers used their attitudes to hire actual job candidates to
a greater extent when they perceived themselves as having more knowledge
about the candidates. Having more knowledge about the candidate likely
reflected greater confidence in attitudes towards the candidates. Importantly,
this effect of perceived knowledge on attitude-impact was present even when
the actual amount of information presented was held constant, and it was
replicated when job candidates were presented as individuals with disabilities.
In closing this review it is important to make two final remarks. First, in
most research covered in this review, persuasion variables (e.g. numerical
status, group identity, stereotypes) have been studied in isolation. However,
variables associated with the person and the situation can be examined in
combination, interacting with each other to influence elaboration and valida
tion processes. It is especially likely that person and situational variables
together will affect the extent of elaboration or validation when they match
in some way. Some forms of matching capable of operating through elabora
tion and validation include matching person and social roles (e.g. agent vs.
recipient in expressing and receiving information, Xu et al., 2019), matching
personal identity and occupation (Schmader & Sedikides, 2018), and matching
virtually any dispositions and situations more generally (Teeny et al., in press).
Second, elaboration and validation are two general processes capable of
accommodating virtually any change in judgement caused by social and
contextual factors. This includes changes in prejudiced attitudes, but it also
can include changes in group identity, changes in stereotypes, and many
others. The most recent of these applications has examined change within
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the domain of expectations (Geers et al., 2019). Although this work focused on
amplifying placebo expectations and minimising nocebo expectations, we
think that the same basic processes (elaboration and validation) are relevant
for understanding changes in expectations in other domains, including expec
tations about academic performance of members from disadvantaged groups
(Murphy et al., 2018), self-fulfiling prophecies (Madon et al., 2018), and even
changing expectations related to mental and physical stigmas (P. Briñol, Petty,
Belding et al., 2017; Durso et al., 2020).
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